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Abstract
A company wants to measure and verify the size of goods modules, transported on a conveyor belt, with
the help of two 2D laser scanners (LMS100). The resulting measurements will  be written to a database
whereafter the modules will be moved by an automatic lifting device to a storage. The dimensions and
possible any protrusions need to be known to avoid collision.

The goal  with  this  project  is  to  write  three modular  libraries.  One library  for  communicating with  the
LMS100 scanner,  one  library  for  calculating  the dimensions of  the  goods modules  and  one library  for
handling the database. A graphical user interface (GUI) was also created which was implemented with an
existing graphical library, Simple Directmedia Layer (SDL). A Raspberry Pi 3 has been used as a hardware
platform which  communicates  with  two LMS100  via  ethernet.  All  code  is  written  in  the  programming
language C.

LMS100 communicates with so called telegrams and the library implements these with TCP sockets. The
structure of these can be found in the manufacturer’s datasheet. The calculating library uses trigonometric
functions with measurement values from the scanners. The database library uses sqlite3 for a serverless
database.

The testing of these libraries was first done on a small scale with only one scanner and a small box placed a
few decimeters  in  front  of  the  scanner,  to  verify  the  functionality  of  the  libraries.  The  company  later
provided a larger test rig with a remote controlled  platform, which drove between the scanners.

When measuring objects with this test rig, the system showed an adequate ability to verify the size of the
goods module. An inherent measurement error of a few millimeters of the scanners is shown, but this
doesn’t affect the functionality in the final product which will measure considerably larger objects.

Some functions are prepared for future development but aren’t yet ready for use. The protrusions of the
goods modules aren’t yet discovered by the system. The calculating library is prepared to be able to detect
these,  but  the  evaluation  of  them  aren’t  ready.  If  the  goods  module  is  at  an  angle,  the  system
measurements  will  be  faulty.  For  every  scanned  segment  the  coordinates  are  saved  and  in  future
development it will be able to detect the angle.

Keywords: 2D laser scanner, LMS100, dimensions measuring, Raspberry Pi 3, SDL.
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Sammanfattning
Ett  företag  vill  med  hjälp  av  två  stycken  2D-laserskannrar  (LMS100)  mäta  och  verifiera  storleken  på
godsmoduler som transporteras på ett transportband.  Mätresultatet  ska skrivas till  en databas varefter
modulerna med en automatiskt styrd avlastare förflyttar dem till  ett lager.  Dimensioner och eventuella
utstick på modulen måste vara kända för att undvika kollision. 

Målet  med  arbetet  är  att  skriva  tre  stycken  modulära  bibliotek.  Ett  bibliotek  för  kommunikation  med
LMS100, ett bibliotek för beräkning av godsmodulens dimensioner och ett bibliotek för databashantering.
Till detta skapades även ett grafiskt användargränssnitt (GUI) som implementerades med hjälp av ett färdigt
grafikbibliotek, Simple Directmedia Layer (SDL).  En Raspberry Pi 3 har använts som hårdvaruplattform som
kommunicerar med två stycken LMS100 via ethernetanslutning. All kod skrivs i programspråket C.

LMS100 kommunicerar med s.k. telegram och biblioteket implementerar dessa via TCP sockets. Strukturen
på dessa går att läsa i  tillverkarens datablad. Beräkningsbiblioteket använder trigonometriska funktioner
med mätvärden från skannrarna för beräkning. Databasbiblioteket använder sig av sqlite3 för en serverlös
databas. 

Testning av dessa bibliotek skedde först på en småskalig nivå med endast en skanner och en liten låda
placerad  några  decimeter  framför  skannern,   för  att  verifiera  funktionaliteten  på  berörda  bibliotek.
Företaget bidrog senare med en testrig i större skala med en fjärrstyrd plattform, som körde mellan de två
skannrarna. 

Vid mätning av objekt i  denna testrig visade systemet en tillräckligt god förmåga för att kunna verifiera
storlek på godsmoduler. Ett medföljt mätfel i millimeterskala finns i skannrarna, men detta påverkar inte
funktionaliteten i den slutgiltiga produkten som ska mäta mycket större objekt.

Vissa  funktioner  är  förberedda  för  framtida  utveckling  men  är  inte  färdiga  för  användning.  Utstick  på
godsmodulerna upptäcks inte av systemet än. Beräkningsbiblioteket är förberett för att kunna upptäcka
dessa, men utvärderingen av dem är inte färdigt. Om godsmodulen är vriden på transportbandet mäter
systemet fel. Koordinater finns för varje skannat segment så att man ska kunna upptäcka denna vinkel i
framtida utveckling.

Nyckelord: 2D-laserskanner, LMS100, dimensionsmätning, Raspberry Pi 3, SDL.
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1 Introduction

1.1 Background
This project is done on the task by a company that wants to move goods modules from a conveyor
belt for storage. The system will measure the dimensions of the modules and store that information
in a database for easy access. A specially designed lifting device will use the modules dimensions to
position its lifting arms so that the module can be moved in a safe manner. They are then to be stored
together with a number of other modules where the dimensions will be used to avoid collision. 

1.2 Aim
This project aims to measure the dimensions of goods modules when these are moving on a conveyor
belt with a constant speed.  There is  two zero-lines on the conveyor belt,  on both sides and the
module is positioned by either of these lines. The modules are in best case in the shape of a cuboid,
but other shapes such as a right trapezium can occur. Protrusions on the module sides may also be
found. Two 2D-laser scanners are to be used to scan the modules. These will be stationary mounted
above and on both sides of the moving module so that they get maximum field of view over the
modules.

The software written, should adopt a modular design so that they can be be used and reused 
independently in future development. Writing in low level programming language such as C makes it 
easier to port to less advanced control systems in a production environment. This makes possible 
future work of porting the system to a Programmable Logic Controller (PLC) an easier task. 

1.3 Goal
The goal of this project is to develop a system that measures a goods module’s dimensions. The
measurements should also include information about any protrusions on the module, as well as the
module’s shape and position on the conveyor belt. The system will consist of three libraries:

● Scanner  communication -  Containing functions to easily  connect,  retrieve data  from and
change the settings of a scanner.

● Calculations -  Containing  functions  for  handling  the  data  from  the  scanner  and  with  it,
calculate the dimensions of the modules.

● Database - Containing functions to handle and store the modules information in a database.
There will also be a graphical user interface that shows the scanner’s status and their measured data
in real time. The system will be written in the C coding language on a Raspberry Pi 3 [1]. Information
and measurements of the module will be stored in a database for easy access.

1.4 Requirements and limitations
The company decided which scanner was to be used and proposed the use of a Raspberry Pi as a 
hardware platform.

2 Theory

2.1 Time of flight
The 2D laser scanners used for this paper uses Time of Flight (ToF) which illuminates an object with a
laser and measures the time of the reflected light with a sensor. With the time of the traveled light
known, the distance can be calculated. The sensor can use this technique to give a representational
segment of its field of view, by moving the laser in a sweeping motion [2].
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2.2 The law of cosines
To get the distance between the scanners measuring points the law of cosines is used. This law or rule
is used for computing a third side of a triangle when two sides and their enclosed angle are known
and nothing more. Furthermore the equation can be used when only the sides of a triangle is known
to calculate an angle in the triangle. See equation (1) in table 1, where a and b are the known sides
and the angle C is the angle enclosed between them. See figure 1 for a visual representation of this
equation [3].

Figure 1. The law of cosines, blue are the known sides and angles, red are unknown sides and angles.

2.3 The law of sines
The law of sines provides a formula that relates the sides with the angles of a triangle. It can be used
when calculating the third side of a triangle, were the two other sides and an angle are known and
nothing more. See equation (2) in table 1, where capital A, B and C are the angles and lowercase a,b
and c are the sides opposite them. See figure 2 for a visual representation of this equation [4].

Figure 2. The law of sines, blue are the known sides and angles, red are unknown sides and angles.

Table 1. Showing the equations used in this report and during development of the system.

The law of cosines c2=a2+b2−2ab×cos (C) (1)

The law of sines a
sin(A )

= b
sin(B)

= c
sin(C )

(2)

2
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3 Method and material
A modular programming design was adopted during the development of the libraries in this project.
The goal was to be able to reuse each library for further development.

These libraries are:

● Communication - Containing functions to easily connect, retrieve data from and change the
settings of a scanner.

● Calculations -  Containing  functions  for  handling  the  data  from  the  scanner  and  with  it,
calculate the dimensions of the modules.

● Database - Containing functions to handle and store the modules information in a database.

3.1 Raspberry Pi
The Raspberry Pi (see figure 3) is a single-board computer which typically runs Linux. This paper
describes the use of the Raspberry Pi 3 Model B which has the following specifications [1].

● Processor: 1.2 GHz 64-bit quad-core ARM Cortex-A53
● Memory: 1 GB (shared with GPU)
● Networking: 10/100 Mbit/s Ethernet, 802.11n wireless, Bluetooth 4.1

Figure 3. A Raspberry Pi 3. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Raspberry_Pi#/media/File:Raspberry-Pi-3-Flat-Top.jpg

A preprogrammed SD card was included with the kit, with the NOOBS edition of Raspbian which is a
derivative of Debian Linux made especially for the Raspberry Pi [5]. When starting Raspbian for the
first  time, the installation is  finalized automatically and when it’s  finished it  boots directly  into a
graphical desktop environment, ready for use.

The Raspberry Pi’s network were configured to use the ethernet card to connect to a LAN, with ip
10.0.0.3 and the WiFi connected to an available WiFi network to be able to connect to the Internet.

sudo apt-get update

Upgrade any installed packages

sudo apt-get upgrade

Some additional programs and libraries were installed as well, with 

sudo apt-get install <package>

Helper Programs: valgrind, indent, doxygen, wireshark

Libraries: libsdl2-dev, libsdl2-ttf-dev  libsqlite3-dev

3
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Extra: ifmetric - setting priority on which network interface to prefer as main 

IDE: eclipse

3.2 LMS100

3.2.1 Technical specifications
The LMS100 (see figure 4) is a 2D laser scanner from SICK that uses ToF and has a range of 0.5-20 m.
It’s angular resolution is 0.25-1° with a 270° field of view and has an update frequency of 25-50 Hz. It
can communicate via a serial or ethernet interface [6]. The ehernet interface is used in this project,
since it’s  the only way to get real-time data as the highest  resolution from the scanner [6].  The
scanner has a 12mm statistical error when scanning [6].

Figure 4. SICK LMS100 2D Laser Scanner.

3.2.2 Telegrams
The scanner communicates with data packets called Telegrams,  which are described in a datasheet
from the manufacturer [7]. The telegrams can consist of ASCII or binary data and for the sake of
possible PLC porting of the library, the binary format were used [7]. The communication pipeline is
realized with streaming sockets.
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Figure 5. The telegram structure of a specific command.

Figure 6. Example of a binary telegram. The data in the telegram consists of commands seen as blue text
separated by a 0x20. The actual data can be seen as orange text. Picture from [7]

An example of a telegram can be seen in  figure 5 and  figure 6. The header consists of four 0x02,
followed by a four byte long length variable. The data in the telegram consists of commands (blue
text in figure 6) separated by a 0x20. The actual data can be seen in figure 6 as orange text. The last
byte is a checksum, which is calculated with XOR on the data part of the telegram. 

Most telegram binary data has been hard coded within each function in the communications library,
but a few of them can use parameters and therefore the last byte is calculated instead of hardcoded,
before sending the telegram.

After a telegram is sent to the scanner, the scanner sends a telegram back and it can either describe
an error that has occurred or it can contain the results from a successful run. Since some of these
telegram have a fixed length it’s easy to verify that it’s correct just by checking its length. For those
telegrams that have a variable length, an alternative verification method is used that checks if the
command part of the telegram is the expected value and any status/error indicator is valid, before
trying to parse data from the telegram. 

Sometimes the answer telegram is split up into multiple TCP packets. It’s imperative to correctly find
the header of the telegram to interpret the length of the whole telegram from the consecutive four
bytes. By comparing that length, with the total received number of bytes, it’s possible to determine if
the transfer is complete or not.

Some commands that can be sent with these telegrams needs to be done by an authorized client.
Sending an authorization telegram with user level 3 logs the user in as an authorized client. If any
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settings needs to be changed an authorized client is needed. After changing settings the scanner
needs to be returned to run level, or rebooted which both can take some time. Reading the scanner
status to make sure it’s ready to use has been used to determine if the scanner is ready.

3.2.3 Configuration
Before any of the communication were implemented in code, the scanners were configured with the
manufacturer’s  configuration  utility;  SOPAS  Engineering  tool  as  seen  in  figure  7.  The  software
automatically  finds  the  scanners  after  which  configuration  can  be  done  after  logging  in  as  an
authorized user, with the factory password ‘client’. The network settings were configured to be on the
same LAN as the Raspberry Pi and to use binary communication (see figure 8). 

Figure 7. The SOPAS Engineering tool automatically find any connected scanners.

Figure 8. Changing the network settings in SOPAS Engineering tools.
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3.3 Simple Directmedia Layer
Simple Directmedia Layer (SDL) is a cross-platform library which makes it easy to implement graphics
and to provide access to input devices, e.g. keyboard and mouse. [8]. It has been used during this
project  to  visualize  the  data  from the  LMS100  scanners  and  to  provide  a  simple  graphical  user
interface (GUI). 

3.4 User Interface
Tutorials  on the homepage of  SDL was used to quickly  get started with the GUI  [9][10].  After a
window was created, the library provided easy to use functions to draw simple geometrical shapes
and points. SDL records any user input which can later be inspected as Events where the program can
determine what type it was and where it happened. Within very little time, a window appeared and
the scandata could be visualized. Some very basic UI components were implemented to be able to
show error messages, device statuses as well as a button. A flow chart of the main loop in the user
interface program is shown in figure 9.

Figure 9. Flowchart of the user interface. At start the libraries are initialized and the window is created. Within
the main loop the SDL Events are evaluated and a quit flag is set if the user wants to quit. All the program logic

is handled in the simple state machine before anything is drawn in the window. 

A simplified finite state machine was used to hold the program logic with regards to getting data from
scanner, running the dimensions calculations and updating scanner status in the user interface. A
flow chart of this state machine can be seen in figure 10. The reason for using a state machine was to
ensure  that  everything  was  to  be  run  in  a  certain  order.  The  program needs  to  connect  to  the
scanners before trying to do any other communications with them. The settings from the scanners
needed to be fetched before initializing the calculations library as well. The state machine doesn’t
change state until any state is successfully executed.
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Figure 10. A flowchart of the state machine that ensures that any communication with the scanners is done in
the right order and is done before initializing the calculations library that needs settings from scanners.

8
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3.5 Database
The database library contains methods to create and open database files. It contains methods to 
input, alter and delete tables and table informations in a database. The main purpose of the database
library is to store module information and is thereby written to suit these needs to easily store all 
module information.

3.5.1 SQLite and ODBC
SQLite is a compact, cross-platform library that implements a SQL database engine. SQL (Structured
Query Language) is a standard language for storing, manipulating and retrieving data in databases
with server processes [11]. SQLite is self contained and serverless, meaning it writes to ordinary disk
files opposed to writing to online servers like SQL. Since the library is cross-platform, the database
files can easily be shared over multiple systems [12].

ODBC (Open Database Connectivity) is an open standard application programming interface (API) for
accessing a database. By using ODBC statements in a program, you can access files in a number of
different  databases.  ODBC  is  independent  of  database  systems  and  operating  systems  and  can
therefore be used on multiple platforms and languages [13].

The database handling is done with SQLite  Statements,  which can for example start with SELECT,
INSERT, UPDATE, DELETE, ALTER, DROP etc. This statement is compiled into binary form and is sent to
be evaluated when the statement is executed [14] [15]. The statements carry out operations on the
database itself or the tables in the database. SQLite together with ODBC can be used to easily store
module information for quick access in a database, e.g module ID, width, height and length.  For
example, if a table called Modules exists in a database and the statement in figure 11 is executed in
that database, it would produce the result seen in table 2.

sqlite> SELECT * FROM Modules;

Figure 11. Example of a SQLite statement that selects all the fields from the table ‘Modules’.

Table 2.  Example of a result from a SQLite statement showing all fields from a table containing information
about module dimensions.

ID Width Height Length

------------- ------------- ------------- -------------

1 2000.0 4300.0 6000.0

2 1500.0 1337.0 4200.0

3 2600.0 3300.0 6900.0

The SQLite library is used to create the  Database library in the C language so that statements can
easily be executed with the call of a function. Each function carries out a prepared statement with
supplemented data from the caller of the function. This data tells the function which table in which
database the statement should be carried out on. The data can also consist of more information if it is
required by the statement, e.g. information to be inserted into a table.

9
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3.6 Dimensions calculations
The  calculations  library  contains  functions  to  use  the  data  from  two  scanners  and  calculate  a
module’s dimensions segment by segment as it moves by the scanners with a defined speed. These
segments  consists  of  each  data  batch  from  the  scanners.  The  dimensions  and  position  of  each
segment is calculated and stored to later be put together to get a complete overview of the modules
dimensions and its position on the conveyor belt. The time when the segment was scanned is also
stored to help in these calculations.

Multiple  methods to  calculate  the modules  width and height  were developed and as  previously
mentioned consists of accumulated segment measurements. All these methods use the edges of the
segment’s as a basis for the dimensions calculations. These edges are start, corner and stop edge of a
segment.

Before starting any calculations and detection of modules some settings must be specified for the
scanners. These settings contain information needed to perform the calculations accurately. These
are for example scanner elevation from the conveyor belt, scanner spacing, the scanner’s angular
resolution and the scanning angles for each scanner. The scanners distance to an established zero-line
on either side of the conveyor belt is also required to calculate the module’s position on the conveyor
belt.

3.6.1 Baseline creation
After the settings are saved, a  baseline is  created using the scanners elevation and spacing. This
baseline serves as control when detecting a module and finding a segment’s edge by comparing the
scandata to the baseline data.  Whether a module is  deemed to be on the conveyor belt  or  not
depends on a configurable deviation percentage. This detection deviation percentage sets a height
requirement on the modules standing on the conveyor. For example, if this percentage is set to 20%,
a module’s height have to be at least 20% of the scanners elevation to be able to be detected and a
scan to be started.

The baseline consists of predetermined distance values forming a line at the base of the scanning
area, i.e the scanners elevation as well as a baseline wall that goes up from the floor to the opposing
scanner. This floor line stretches from under one scanner to the other, the distance of the scanner
spacing. Each scanner has one opposing wall and shares the baseline floor, see  figure 11 for visual
representation.  To  create  the  baseline,  distance  values  forming  a  straight  line  the  length  of  the
scanner spacing and values forming a horizontal line under the opposing scanner are created. This is
the floor and wall of the baseline, see figure 12 for visual representation.

10
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Figure 11. Showing a visual representation of the baseline that is created between the two scanners using the
scanners elevation and spacing. (Color Only) Blue dashes are the baseline used by the left scanner and the red
dashes are used by the right scanner.

Figure 12. Showing how the baseline is created by calculating distance values for Diagonal floor and Diagonal
wall for every measuring point along the straight path of the baseline.  Angle β and Angle a are given by the
scanner’s  angular  resolution  and  data  indices.  Using  these  angles  together  with  the  scanner  elevation  or
spacing together with equation (2), the diagonals are given.

11
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3.6.2 Finding segment edges
To find the edges of a segment, the scanner data is first iterated through to find the closest point to
the  scanner.  This  point  must  be  over  the  baseline  by  a  configurable  percentage  in  order  to  be
evaluated.  This  percentage represents a height from the baseline. This  is  the corner edge of  the
segment.

To  find  the  starting  edge  of  a  segment  the  scanner  begins  from the  corner  edge  and  searches
downward towards the baseline. A point is deemed to be the starting edge of the segment, when it’s
below a configurable percentage that represents a deviation from the baseline.

The stop edge of a segment is found by first going through the scanner data and creating an average
distance value between each neighbouring measurement points in the scandata. Then starting from
the  corner  edge  of  the  segment  the  data  is  iterated  through  towards  the  end  of  the  segment,
measuring  the  distance  between  the  points  on  the  way.  When  the  distance  between  two
neighbouring points exceeds the average with a configurable factor, the stop edge of the segment is
found.

3.6.3 Dimensions using every point
One way to calculate the height and width of a segment is to use every measurement from the
scanner and take the cumulative length between each of them by using equation (1). This is done by
using the angular resolution of the scanners and knowing where in the scanner data the edges are.
See  figure 13 for an example, where  Side a and  Side b are two neighbouring measurement points
from the scanner and Side c is the side to be calculated. The angular resolution is configured in the
scanner.

Figure 13. How equation (1) is used on the side of a segment to get the length between neighbouring points.

The method measures the distance between the start and corner edge as the height of a segment.
And the distance between the corner and stop edge as the width of a segment. See figure 14 for a
visual representation.
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Figure 14. Calculate the height of a segment of a module using every measurement point: The red dotted lines
shows the scanning points of the scanner.  Scandata (n),  Scandata (n+1) and the  Angular Resolution  of the
scanner is used with equation (1) to calculate the distance between them. All measurements between  Edge
Start to Edge Corner gives the height of the segment.

3.6.4 Dimensions using only edges
The edges can also be used directly to get the height and width of a segment,  disregarding any
protrusions between the segment’s edges. Like the previous method, the distance between the start
and corner edge is the height of a segment. And the distance between the corner and stop edge is
the width of a segment, see figure 15 for a visual representation. This method also uses equation (1)
for its calculations shown in figure 13. 
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Figure 15. Calculate the height of a segment of a module using the edges of a segment: The red dotted lines
shows the scanning points of the scanner. Angle ϕ is given by multiplying the scanner’s angular resolution with
the difference between the indices of Edge Start and Edge Corner. These edges together with Angle ϕ is then
used with equation (1) to  calculate the height of the segment.

3.6.5 Dimensions using scanner positions
A final way to calculate the dimensions of a segment is to use the scanners relative positions in the
room and the angle perpendicular to the ground from the scanner’s field of view. Additionally this
method only requires the corner edge to get the height and width of the segment. The scanners
elevation together with equation (2) is used to calculate the height of a segment. See figure 16 for a
visual representation, where Side Y is calculated using the Edge Corner, the opposite angle 90° and
Angle ɑ. By subtracting Side Y from the scanner’s elevation you can thereby calculate the segment’s
height.
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Figure 16. Calculate the height of a segment of a module using the scanners relative positions: First Angle β is
calculated using the scanner’s angular resolution and multiplying that with the number of measurements

between Scandata (n) and Edge Corner. Angle a is then given by subtracting 90° with  Angle β. Side Y is then
given using equation (2).

To  calculate  the  width  of  a  segment  the  scanner  spacing  is  used.  See  figure  17 for  a  visual
representation, where similarly to calculating the segment’s height equation (2) is used. Here the
sides  XL  and  XR are calculated and subtracted from the scanners spacing to get the width of the
segment. The opposite angles to these sides are calculated like mentioned above.

Figure 17. Calculate the width of a segment of a module using the scanners relative positions: First Angle β and
Angle  δ is  calculated  using  the  scanner’s  angular  resolution  and  multiplying  that  with  the  number  of
measurements between Scandata (n)/0 and Edge Corner.  Side XL and Side XR are then given using equation
(2).
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3.6.6 Zero-line distance
To calculate a segment’s distance to the zero-line on both sides of the conveyor belt the corner edge
of a segment is required. The scanners distance to the zero-line on each side together with equation
(2) is then used to calculate the segment’s left and right distance to the zero-line. See figure 18 for a
visual representation.

Figure 18. Calculate the segment’s zero-line distance from both sides. By calculating the scanners respective
angles between Scandata (n)/0 and Edge Corner the rest of the angles are given. Then using equation (2), Side
XL and Side XR can be calculated.

3.6.7 Length calculations
The module’s length is calculated using the conveyor belt’s speed and the time it took to complete
the scan. Therefore, to accurately measure a module’s length, a timestamp when the segments were
scanned is saved with the segment measurements. When a modules dimensions are calculated the
delta  time between all  of  the segments timestamps gives the total  time for  the scan.  This  time
multiplied with the conveyor belt’s speed gives the length of the module.

3.6.8 Final dimensions calculations
To get the dimensions of a module, all the segments from a scan are to be stored. When the scan has
completed, the data from the segments is fetched and iterated through and the final dimensions and
position of the whole module can be determined. Here the averages of all measuring points can be
determined as well as minimum and maximum distances.
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4 Testing
After getting communication with the scanner working and setting up a simple data visualizer, a first 
test could be run. The setup was simply a small box in front of one scanner (See figure 19) and the 
visualizer is receiving data from the scanner and plots it in a window (See figure 20). At startup the 
box is removed so the scanner can form a baseline of its surroundings by taking the mean values of a 
set number of scans. (Blue line, figure 20). The detection of the box was limited both by a percentage 
of distance from the baseline and also angular field of view (Purple lines, figure 20). The real-time 
scan data of the box were plotted (Black points, figure 20) and the detection of the corners of the box
were drawn as well (Green lines , figure 20).

Figure 19. First test setup with one scanner, scanning a box against a wall.
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Figure 20. (Color Only) Visualized data from scanner. Blue is baseline. Purple is detection limits. Black is real
time scanner data. Green is detected corners.

A problem occurred when scanning one of the sides of the box (See figure 21). The side was black 
with a centered white text. The material was slightly glossy and with the color difference the scanner 
had a hard time scanning the distance properly (See figure 22).

Figure 21. The side of the box the scanner had trouble scanning properly
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Figure 22. (Color Only) Same box is being scanned as in figure 20, but it has been rotated and the left side is
hard to scan properly because of its reflective properties. The side is black with large white letters and the

material is glossy. 

After establishing that the scanner communicated properly and the edges were detected by one 
scanner, the second scanner was introduced. In this new iteration of the software, the baseline is 
created using the method described in chapter 3.6.1 Baseline creation. Both scanners are used to 
detect edges. The data visualizer has matured into a simple graphical user interface (GUI) with 
scanner status, an event log and a basic shape viewer to the right (see figure 23).
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Figure 23. (Color Only) Second iteration of the data visualizer

A bigger test rig is built consisting of two stands with the scanners mounted on them and a motorized
platform that can travel through the field of view of the scanners (See figure 24). The height of the 
scanners can be adjusted with screws and the scanners spacing is changed by moving the stands. 
Scanner elevation and spacing are given by measuring these distances. The motorized platform 
moves forward and backwards with a set speed configured in its software. A box with known 
dimensions is placed on the motorized platform to act like a module in testing.

Figure 24. Custom built test rig for the project, made by the company.
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5 Results
The graphical user interface shown in figure 25, shows the use of the communication library together 
with the calculation library. Within the black box top left, the scanner data is shown as cyan and red 
points. The scanners are located on the top with three lines emanating showing what corners the 
calculation library has detected. The bounding green dotted lines are the baseline that limits the 
vision of scanners to only detect anything within. The white dotted line is the detection deviation 
percentage mentioned in chapter 3.6.2 Finding segment edges. On the right side, the scanners 
current status is shown as well as a main loop speed counter. Above the button in the bottom right 
corner is a shape visualizer that shows the outer edges of the scanned box, relative to the green lines 
which are the zero lines.

Figure 25. (Color Only) The graphical user interface with data visualizer and graphical components.

When using the final test rig seen in figure 24 in the Testing chapter, a box with the dimensions 
395x695x310 mm is scanned with the system. The box is situated on top of the motorized platform 
that moves with a set speed of approximately 162 mm/s. The box was scanned a total of 20 times and
the resulting measured dimensions can be seen in figure 26, 27 and 28.
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Figure 26. 20 measurements of a box showing the real and measured height.

Figure 27. 20 measurements of a box showing the real and measured width.
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Figure 28. 20 measurements of a box showing the real and measured length.
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6 Discussion

6.1 Database library
The database library is not incorporated into the final result program and ODBC is not used in the 
system. The database library is capable of opening or creating a database as well as storing module 
information in tables in a database. But due to lack of time and the fact that database handling does 
not help in measuring a module it was never added to the program.

6.2 Calculations library

6.2.1 Module height and width calculations
With the final testing of the system, a box was measured 20 times and the measurements were
presented in the Result chapter. When looking at the measured height and width in figure 26 and 27,
the maximum deviation for the height were 26mm and a maximum of 24mm deviation for the width.

A possible reason that these measurements are not more precise could be due to the setup of the
test rig. The stands holding the scanners are not bolted to the floor and are therefore susceptible for
movement while testing. This would have changed the angle and/or distance of the scanners relative
to each other, in turn changing calibration values and the width calculations.

Adding to the list of possible reasons for the deviation when calculating both height and width is the
scanner’s statistical error. This error lies at typical 12mm for LMS100 [16]. Furthermore the systematic
error lies at typical ±30mm for the scanner [16]. These inherent errors may impact the measurements
of the system.

Taking scanner’s inherent errors into account, the measurements are good enough considering that
this systems end goal is to measure modules that have sides that are a couple of meters. Further
testing should still be required with the final test rig so that measurement or calculation errors can be
discovered in this still early stage.

6.2.2 Module length calculations
In an early stage of testing a timer was used for the length calculations, clocking only the start and
stop time for the scan with external functions. This was thought to add unnecessary external function
calling in the main program and another way was deemed better to use. The method used now
integrates the length calculations within the library and does not rely on external functions. But the
functions for  the timer  still  remains  in  the library  as  of  writing this  report  and can be used for
calculating the module’s length.

The prefered and used method of calculating the module’s length also opens up to the possibility for
calculating distances with varying speeds of the conveyor belt. When a new segment is scanned, the
momentary speed of the conveyor belt could also be stored together with the timestamp. Making the
length calculations of  the module  more precise.  This  method requires  feedback from the motor
powering the conveyor belt with information about its RPM. This feedback was present at the final
testing of the program but due to lack of time and not ideal testing conditions was not incorporated
into the library. The motorised platform carrying the box to be scanned didn’t have enough traction
and slipped, causing the RPM of the motor to not correspond accurately to the actual speed, thus
making the feedback useless.
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With the final testing of the system, a box was measured 20 times and the measurements were
presented in the Result chapter. Considering that the motorized platform it was traveling on slipped
so much, it was surprising to see that the most accurate measurement of the result part was the
length measurements.  The speed of  the platform was calculated using the motors  RPM and the
circumference of the mounted single driving axis wheel.

6.2.3 Dimensions using every point
When calculating the dimensions of objects that are close to the scanners, such as the small box from
the  Testing chapter, the calculations are not reliable. The method calculates the distance between
each measurement point. If the object is very close to the scanner the points are too close to each
other and could possibly overlap. When iterating through the scandata array in order, the points can
seem to be above, behind or to the sides of the previous point. This is probably due to the LMS100
scanner’s  inherent  statistical  error  previously  mentioned  [16].  Furthermore  the  scanner  has  a
specified measuring range of 0.5-20m [16], but it is unclear as to what happens to the measurements
inside the 0.5m range as no such specification is found.

6.2.4 Distance to the zero-line and protrusions
When calculating the distance to the zero-line of a segment, zero-line distance to both the bottom
and top of the segment is calculated and saved as a minimum and maximum values. If a protrusion is
present at the base or the top of the segment it will show by the difference in the zero-line distances.
Detecting protrusions at the base of the module and displaying the module’s maximum dimensions in
regard to the protrusions is critical when the module is to be lifted off the conveyor belt. Protrusions
at the top of the module is crucial when storing the modules in a warehouse space.

Detecting  and  differencing  between  both  base  and  top  protrusions  is  vital  to  future  work  of
determining the shape of the module so that it can be handled and stored safely. This could be done
by  calculating  a  segment’s  base  and  top  width  by  using  the  segment’s  start  and  corner  edge.
Thereafter  examining these distances  and determine  if  a  protrusion  is  present  and how to  best
represent the module.

6.2.5 Shape of the module
To determine the shape of the module a method of determining each segment’s coordinates and
then  processing  the  resulting  coordinate  system.  Determining  the  shape  of  the  module  is  as
previously mentioned vital to handling and storing the module. When the module’s dimensions are
calculated every segment’s coordinate is calculated using the distance to the zero-line from the left
and the segment’s width as the x-coordinates of the segment. The time the segment was scanned
and conveyor belt speed as the y-coordinate.

This gives a coordinate system with points that shows the shape of the module if you were to plot
them on a graph. Though the data does not directly tell us where the corners of the module are
without  further  processing.  The  problem  lies  with  determining  where  these  corners  are  in  all
situations; when the module is angled, has the shape of a right trapezium or when it has protrusions.
All or none of these situations can happen and must be taken into account when determining the
corners.

A possible solution to this problem is by using the RANSAC algorithm [17] [18]. The algorithm has not
been thoroughly studied or tested whether it would work in this situation. As there was no time to
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implement this solution in the final result of the system, the algorithm should be subject to further
testing in future work of the program.

6.2.6 Baseline creation
In early stages of testing the baseline was created by making an average of multiple scans of the 
scanner’s surroundings without any module present in front of it. Here, similar to the final stage of 
the library, a deviation percentage was used to know whether a module was in front of the scanner or
not. 

The conveyor belt that the modules are transported on consists of beams with spaces between them.
This early way of creating the baseline would not have sufficed, as the baseline would not be a flat 
surfaces but instead a series of dips and peaks across the belt. Furthermore the baseline behind the 
opposing scanner would be impossible to know beforehand and difficult to prepare for as the 
surroundings of the scanners were not specified. For example, if the area behind one scanner does 
not have any obstructions in the way, the baseline would be on a potential far side wall. If an object is
placed in this area it could mess with the detecting and calculations of the modules.

6.2.7 Configuration file
As of writing this the system uses set values in the software for the scanners elevation, spacing etc.
This means to change this value when doing a calibration or moving the scanners one would have to
change  the  code  in  the  software  directly.  In  future  work  these  changes  should  be  done  with  a
configuration file that the system reads from at the start of the program and after a manual settings
change. This was not implemented in the final system due to lack of time.

6.3 Communications library
All of the socket I/O operations uses blocking functions which blocks the execution of the program
until the operation is complete. This haven’t been a problem during the development, but it could
possibly prevent the user from operating the software if the software is stuck in said functions since
the program is running on only one thread. Making it multi-threaded would alleviate the problem if
the communication is stuck in a I/O operation, because the user interface would still be reachable.

An interesting note on the choice of communication method is that the binary and ASCII telegrams
don’t differ much. The datasheets tells to use the binary encoding if porting the code to a PLC is of
interest since it would be easier to parse, but the “binary” data is hexadecimal ASCII, so basically the
same thing is sent to and from the scanner. ASCII uses start and end packets while binary uses a
slightly larger header, with four following bytes telling the length of the data.

6.3.1 Future development.
To verify that any telegram answers from the device are correct, different strategies have been used
as previously described. To improve it further, the checksum could be used to verify the integrity of
the  data.  Since  the  development  progress  has  had  no  problems  with  corrupt  data,  this  wasn’t
implemented.

6.4 User Interface
Sometimes when running the graphical user interface, everything would freeze and stop responding.
By trial  and error,  the initialization of  the SDL routines were changed to use  software rendering
instead of hardware accelerated and the spontaneous freezing would then cease. Since that change,
the interface have never frozen in that manner again. This could possibly be driver related or a bug in
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the SDL library. 

6.5 Raspberry Pi 3
While developing on the Raspberry Pi 3, we’ve been unable to use Valgrind [19] or Electric Fence [20]
to debug or find any possible memory leaks. If any larger library has been used in conjunction with
the code, valgrind has halted claiming an illegal (unimplemented) instruction has been used that it
didn’t recognize. The Raspberry Pi 3 uses a ARMv8 CPU which has been supported by valgrind since
3.10, but the latest version in the package repository was 3.7. Even after manually updating to the
latest version (3.12), we’ve still been unable to run it properly. This time with a new error message. 

valgrind: the 'impossible' happened:

   LibVEX called failure_exit().

For some major memory leaks/crashes the team had to compile everything on another machine and
run the tests over there. It was however very impractical even though some automation scripts made
it easier. There was some limited success with running a remote session and forwarding the graphics
via a ssh tunnel over the Internet. However, the machine in question had to be connected to the
same network to get access to the scanners to debug all aspects of the program.
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7 Conclusion
A system capable of measuring the dimensions of a medium size box has been developed. After 
scanning, the dimensions are presented in the graphical user interface. The system show some slight 
deviation when measuring (See figure 26, 27 and 28). However, this won’t be a problem since the 
deviation is so small compared to the size of the goods modules to be measured.

The system is prepared for detecting protrusions, but this isn’t yet fully implemented. It also doesn’t 
take into account if the goods module is placed at an angle. It will in this case produce false results. 
Coordinates are saved for each segment and with the help of these it will be possible to detect said 
angle.

The resulting measurements are at the time of writing only presented in the GUI and not yet saved to
a database. The database library is fully functioning but not used, because other functions were 
prioritized.
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